ADDENDUM for 2020-21 Basketball Season ONLY:
1) Two adults (18+ only) per player can attend. One Head Coach & One Ass’t Coach do NOT count
toward the total adults in attendance.
• Schools/parishes have the authority to allow only one adult per player. Those gyms are
listed on the website.
2) If regulation game finishes 4th quarter with score tied then ONE 2-minute overtime will be
played. If score is tied after single overtime period then the game will be deemed as an official
tie.
3) Guest Players in event of quarantine- rule designed to allow a team to compete that given day
without having to accept a forfeit. Roster can only be filled to maximum 6 players in
attendance.
If a coach and/or coordinator is found to have skirted the rules to gain a competitive advantage
the league has the right to deem the contest as a forfeit.
All guest players MUST be approved by parish/school basketball coordinator
• Grades 3-5- coach & coordinator should strive to find equal talent level substitutes of the
player(s) missing that given day. EXAMPLE: a player who normally scores a bucket or two
max should be replaced by a player that has same ability. EXAMPLE: a 3rd Grade player can
compete in a 4th Grade contest
• Grades 6-8- a player can never play down a level. EXAMPLE: a Grade 6 Level 2 player cannot
compete in a Grade 6 Level 3 game.
EXAMPLE: a Grade 7 Level 2 player can compete in a Grade 7 Level 1 Game
Players can play up a Grade at every age without penalty though a coordinator should use
good judgement EXAMPLE: not a good idea to play a Level 1 Grade 7 player in a Grade 8 rec
game.
4) When players are out of the game on the bench they MUST wear masks when not drinking
water

